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HAROLD TAYLOR $ ET AL, EM ~ BPP (CF) myerlo 

RE LA TELCALS TO BUREAU AND SD MAY 25, 1976. . 

SUBPOENKS DUCES TECUM RECEIVED TODAY RE TRIAL OF CAPTIONED 

SB JECT AND DIRECTED TO CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS, FBI, La, AND 

CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS, FBI, SD. LA SUBPOENA CALLS FOR PRODUSTION 

OF 25 SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFIED DOCUMENTS. COPIES OF ABOVE co 
: uh ik 

SUBPOENA HAVE BEEN FORWARDED BY FacS TO BUREAU AED SD. al) 

La& HAS IDENTIFIED 2; OF #5 LISTED DOCUMENTS, ALL OF WHICH tL 

ARE CONTAINED IN BLACK PANTHER PARTY GPP) COINTELPRO FILE. IX 

(ONE OF COMMUNICATIONS ARE LOCATED IN HAROLD TAYLOR SUBJECT FILE. AS 
a Pn YEN 

REVIEy OF THESE COMMUNICATIONS DETERMINED THAT THEY ARE OF AN cages i 

GENERAL NATURE PERTAINING TO DISRUPTIVE TACTICS AGAINST THE BPP* « < 

AND AONE MENTIONED SUBJECT « THOSE COMMUNICATIONS WOT LOCATED A) Ve 
Fo a 

ARE IDENTIFIED AS LA LETTER YO BUREAU SEPTEMBER 25, 1968, LA atl’ bo 
ee ie 

LETTER TO BUREAU MARCH 17, 4969 (THIS COMMUNICATION IDENTIFIED * 4A. fies 
Cora 

TWICE ON LIST; ONLY ONE COPY Loc ae. ; (Meee 3 T BUREAU MAY aie 28 
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Creda SA Neier 1 hekaarde $ 3/ o 

265.1979 aI STED TWICE AND ONE COPY LOCATED), LA LETTER To 

BUREAU NOVEMBER 3, 1978. 

- + IT IS NOTED COMMUNICATION IDENTIFIED IN SUBPOENA AS LA 

LETTER TO BUREAU SEPTEMBER 29, 1969 WAS NOT LOCATED BUT IS PROBABLY 

WENTICAL wITH BUREAU LETTER TO LA SAME DATE. COMMUNICATION 

IDENTIFIED AS BUREAU LETTER TO LA DATED JUNE 95, 1970 HAS BEEN 

3 DENTIFIED AS BUREAU AIRTEL SAME DATE. 

| AUSA DOMINICK RUBALCAVA, LA, ADVISED HE HAS UNSUCCESSFULLY 

ATTEMPTED TO CONTACT DEPARTMENTAL ATTORNEY GORDON DAIGER, 

WASHINGTON, DoCc» FOR OPINION RE PRODUCTION OF RECORDS. AUSA 

RUBALCAVA STATES HE IS MAKING NO RECOMMENDATION AT THIS TIME 

PENDING DISCUSSION WITH ATTORNEY DAIGER BUT FEELS COMMUNICATIONS 

SUBPOENAED AT LA SHOULD NOT BE MADE AVAILABLE UNLESS WOULD 
AES 5 Rr hg NE oy eh ee 

| 1 

JEOPARDIZE ENTIRE TRIAL AT WHICH TIME THIS OPINION MAY BE SUBJECT 

TO RECONSIDERATION. 
AUSA RUBALCAVE STATED DEFENSE, COUNSEL IS UTILIZING 

TESTIVO NY OF ARTHUR JEFFER ERSON , ALLEGEDLY A FORMER STAFF MEMBER OF 

THE SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE, JEFFERSON 1S TESTIFYING CONCERNING 

FRI ACTIONS NATIONyIDE UNDERTAKEN TO DISRUPT BPP ACTIVITIES. HE. 

FURTHER STATED THAT THE COURT APPEARANCE PERTAINING TO PRODUCTION 

OF THESE DOCUMENTS WOULD NOT BE SCHEDULED UNTIL APPROX. JUNE 1, 1976. 
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— AUSA RUBALCAVA WAS STRONGLY ADVISED THAT THE LA DIVISION 

DOES NOT FEEL THE CONTENTS OF THESE COMMUNICATIONS SHOULD BE 

MADE AVAILABLE UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES. 

BUREAU IS REQUESTED TO CONTACT DEPARTMENTAL ATTORNEY DAIGER eres ff 
ay SH. F. 
Teese 

ite. 

ALSO URGING SUBPOENAED DOCUMENTS AT LA AND SD NOT BE MADE 

_ .. AVAILABLE 
LA MALNTAINING CONTACT WITH AUSA RUBALCAVA AND THE BUREAU 

| AND SD WILL BE EXPEDITIOUSLY ADVISED. 
Ps rohe 
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{ ‘ 2-—- Mr. Te perthintz 

(1 - Mr. P. V. Daly) 

x 1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt 

The Attorney General April 30, 1976 

Director, FBI 1 - Mr. H. W. Porter 

Se 
UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COLMIITTEE 

ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES {SSC} 

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the 
SSC is the original of a memorandum concerning FBI review 
of an SSC draft report entitled "Warrantless BuEroPes ous 
Entries by the Federal Bureau of Investigations: "Black 
Bag’ Break~ins and Microphone Installations." 

A copy of the enclosed memorandum is furnished for 
your records. 

Enclosures (2) se 

62-116395 ee Pig 

| i- The Deputy Attorney General ~ 
| Attention: lichacl B. Shaheen, Jr. 

! Special Counsel for . 
Intelligence Coordination ae 

| ae 7 _ 
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- Mr. J... Mintz 
(l-Mr.' P. V. Daly) 

~ Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Mr. S. F. Phillips 

- Mr. H. W. Porter hei ND 

62-116395 April 30, 1976 

UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTER 
TO STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS 

WITH RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACPIVITIES (SSC) 

RE: FBI REVIEW OF SSC DRAFT REPORT BNTITLED 
“WARRANTLEISS SURREPPITIOUS ENTRIES BY 
THE PEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS : 
‘BLACK BAGS BREAK~INS AND MICROPHONE 
INSTALLATIONS * 

The following concerns a review by FBI Headquarters 
(FBIHQ) representatives of the SSC draft report referenced 
above: 

On April 26, 1976, FBIHQ representatives and SSC 
representatives John T. ELLiIf£, Janes Dick, and Fred Baron, 
agreed that the following changes, corrections, and additions 
were to be made to the SSC draft report: 

Appendix I cannot be cleared for publication since 
it includes statistics which are classified "Seerct."” Appen- 
dix I will be delcted. 

Appendix If lists surreptitious entries for nmicro- 
phone installations conducted by the FBI in criminal investi-~- 
gations. Statistics included in this appendix are listed for 
the periods 1960 - 1968, and 1969 - 1975. To be inserted 
preceding the latter period and subsequent to 1968 will be 

J the statement: "The following entries were conducted pursuant 
cb £0 judicial warrants issued under Title III of the Omnibus 

A Crime Control Act of 1968." 

ee Page 22 contains a statement: "The Justice Depart~ 
| mont and the FBI have not terminated the use of warrantless 

surreptitious entry, either for clectronic surveillance purposes 
Dep. AD Adm. gy For other forms of search.” The word “either” and the last 
aor MP ' —nortion of the sentence reading "or for other forms of search* 
Admin. will be deleted. Added following this altered sentence will 
vonr et —be a new sentence: "Warrantloss surreptitious entry for other 
File & Com  £OYMG Of Gearch is not presently being conducted, but, as 

indicated in the Justice Department statement, has not been 
ruicd out as a matter of policy in foreign intelligence cases.” 

Assoc. Dir. 

Gen. Inv. 
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Ris FRI REVIEW OF SSC DRAFT REPORT ENTITLED "WARRANTLESS 
SURREPTITIOUS ENTRIES BY THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF 
INVESTIGATIONS: 'BLACK BAG' BREAK~INS AND MICROPHONE 
INSTALLATIONS" 

On page 18, the indented paragraph contains a phrase, 
"activity of Soviet intelligence agents." Since in this form 
the statement would be classified “Secret,” the word “foreign” 
Will be used in place of "Soviet." 

On page 2, Footnote ** cites an FBI memorandum dated 
June 19, 1966. The correct date is duly 19, 1966. Appropriate 
correction will be made. 

On page 2, Footnote *** cites a date of May 22, 1954. 
The correct date is May 20, 1954. Appropriate correction will 
be madc. 
1 - The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

FBI representatives attending the April 26, 1976, 
meeting with SSC representatives were Supervisors S. F. Phillips 
and H. W. Porter III. 

“ 
we 
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Admin... css ¢ seca x Intell (fad effet Training... cut tecsnmes 
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5-140 (Rev. 1-21-74) FEpERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20535 
SSC 

Addressee: 173 0/7 é 

CILTR —~]LHM [7] Memo [7] Report dated __. © SSS 

Caption of Document; FBI REVIEW OF SSC DRAFT REPORT EN- 
TITLED "WARRANTLESS SURREPTITIOUS ENTRIES BY THE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATIONS: 'BLACK BAG* 

RBREAK-INS AND MICROPHONE en nd } 

Originating Offi CE 

Received by: Ze ZT], ly : OAOntaA Wi , 

tp eH | Title: = 

Return this receipt to the Intelligence/ Division, FBI | 
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NOTMEMASEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE BEFORE COMPLETING. 

TO: Intelligence Community Staff 
ATIN: Central Index 

SUBJECT: Abstract of Information Provided to Select Committees 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 

for review but not transmitted, so note.) 4/30/76 

|X | vocument | [errerine | [interview | | testimony | [orner 

3. TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

4, IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Memorandum 

IN RESPONSE TO (List date and item number if in response to formal request, other- - CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

U, C, S, TS or 
Codeword) 

‘ 

Not applicable U 

. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

Not applicable 

. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

FBI review of SSC draft report entitled "Warrantless 
Surreptitious Entries by the Federal Bureau of Investigations: 
"Black Bag’ Break-ins and Microphone Installations," 

62-116395 

SIM: lhb 
(3) 

CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE 
3791 (6-75) 



INSTRUCTIONS 

e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 

e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e if additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 
copy of the original abstract, with the change indicated. . 

SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement describing 

substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be 
noted. Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered here, 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact should be noted and'no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 

- Zi ion” 

Docld: 32969593 . a 



4-312 (Rev. 12-11-73) 

: | 

Date of Mail 4/30/76 

Has been removed and placed in the Special File Room of Records Section. 

See File 66-2554-7530 for authority. 
ATT INFORMATION CONTAINED 
HEREIN 1S UNELASSIFLED,, | my 
Seen Up ay DERN 

(NYE NG 
/ 

Subject JUNE MAIL - UNITED STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 

Removed By JUN 1 1 (976 , 

File Number _62-116395-1638 

| Permanent Serial Charge Out 
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May 27, 1976 

jm ZORANDUM POR MR. CALLAHAN 
7 A ~ MR. ADA? aS 

¥ 

.. | Ri: SYRREPTITIOUS ENTRY INV ESTIGATION 

On May 27, 1976, Assistant Attorney General Stanley Pottinger, 
(Fil Rights Division, called me. He made the followine noints. 

1, Heasked me about our identification of the 15 Avents who are 
to work on the project. I told him I thousht we could have the 
list by at least next Wednesday and if earlicr, we would cer-~ 
tainly provide it. Dir, Pottineer said he wanted to interview 
the people and,as was relisted in his conference with us, 
rarrow it down to 12. 

fie said he had been deliborating on our question as to whether 
or not it was wise to use Eureau Asents in this project for 
invectirative purposes. We both arreed that it would bo well 
that we do use Bureau Acents. He said, however, that this 
mitht be & suoject for later deliberation in the event we chance 
our minds. 

At the time of our conference, we discussed the need to have 
one of the groun of Arents desicnated as the lend Agent or 
supervisor over tho entire squad. According to Mr. Pottinreer, 
this was still undecided in his camp. I told hign, however, [ 
felt this was absolutely necessary and could be a situation similar 
to the one wherein Assistant Director Richard Ash is the leader 
of the proup investicatine the U, 5. Recording Company matter. \ 

a 

At this point Lir. Pottinger said Mir. Gardner had talked with | oe 
Mr. Dowd, who rclated 2 very satisfactory relationship existed 
in his assignment. 

Nr. Pottinger then addressed the matter of whether or not it 
was feit necessary to inform the Church Committes of the con~ 
templated investigation. He said this has not as ie boca bier ean 

Lig a tev ane I 
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Memorandum for Messrs. Callahan and Adams May 27, 19'76 

tunity. 

He has consulted with Mike Shaheen and probably will arrive 
at an answer very soon. If the need to se notify does emerge, 
Mr, Pottinger said he would suggest that the Senate Select 
Committee be the Congressional agency to be notified and that 
two or three men be informed. One should be the Represcniative 
of the Majority, one of the Minority, and he is of the opinion now 
that Senator Church probably should be informed, The notifica~ 
tion will be orai and they will be asked, if it is decided to notify 
them, that they maintain all matters confidential. 

Mr, Pottinger said he has prepared a reactive press release 
which is to bé released only upon inquiries as to the activities 
which have been brought to the inquiring reporters attention, 
He read the release, and I found it to be satisfactory as it is 
short and really says only that an investigation is being con~ 
ducted but that no further dstails can be siven. 

Fe then commented about the matter of canvass of our Agents to 
dctermine if any Agonts know of any surreptitious entry which has 
not been reported. He said that it has been determined by them 
that this decision is to be ours. He said, however, that if it is 
cecided that such a canvags should be made, they in the Depart~ 
ment should be informed prior to the time of the canvass. By 
virtue of his comments, [ had the distinct feeling that he felt 
this was an undue and unnecessary enlargement of the scope of the 
inquiries. He said ho felt such enlargement would be stimulative 
of contentions which micht possibly distort the thrust of the in- 
vestigation. I thercmimon told him this was one measure which 
was contemplated by us initiated as a possibility by us,and we 
had not made any decision at this point as yet. I did toll him, 
nowever, that I felt that based on his comments, perhans it 
would be better not to conduct the caivass at thistime. He then 
told me that he wanted to emphasize that it was our decision to 
make, but he felt it incumbent upon him to give us some idea 
ahout possible ramifications. 

I wovid like to discuss these matters with you at the earlicst oppor- 

Very —_ Torey 

ee 

Clarence M., Kelley | 
HW 55175 Docld:32989593 Page=12 ~ Director 
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3 - Mr. J. A. Mintz 

1 - Mr. R. C. Blunt) 
Ll =- Me.-T. W. Leavitt 

The Attorney General May 10, 1976 

; - Mr. J. G. Deegan "5 
. -~ Mr. S. F. Phillips . 
eee oe ee L- Mr. V. R, Thornton 8 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE x 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVETIES (SSC) (* ~ 

& i 

{* 

Enclosed for your approval and forwarding to the ~’ ° 

SSC is the original of a memorandum relating to this Bureau's} -~ 
review of the SSC's draft report entitled “The FBI" s Covert SN 
Action Program to Destroy the Black Panther Party." (A - 

Also enclosed is a copy of the memorandum for NJ : 
your records. : 

SS, od 
Enclosures (2) nella? 

“Ay aN 

62-116395 =~ S 
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1 ~ The Deputy Attorney General ey 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. ~~ 

Special Counsel for 
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3 - Mr. J. A. Mintz 
+4 ™ Mar, P, V. Daly) 

L ~ Mr. R. GC. Blunt) 
1 - Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
1 -Mr. J. G. Deegan , 

62~+116395 i - Mr. S. F. Phillips 1 
May 10, 1976 3 

J. S. SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE TC 
STUDY GOVERNMENTAL OPERATIONS WITH 

RESPECT TO INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (S8c) 

On April 28 and 29, 1976, representatives of this 
Bureau veviewed the SSC's draft report entitled *’ The FBI's Covert 
Action Program to Destroy the Black Panther Party.” The 
purpose of the review was te recognize and bring to the 
attention of the SSG Staff any information the FBI believes 
to be classified or otherwise sensitive to the extent that it 

disclosed to unauthorized. nersen~ “mited to official proceedings by 
, should not be made public, as well as the identities of any 

>4 FBI personnel below the rank of Section Chief, which, by prior 
SOR agreement between the SSC and FBI should not be included in 
e 2s the report. | 

83> 
Pug = Set forth below are the instances noted where 

in response to your request and is not for dissemt- 

328 deletions or changes are suggested. These instances were 
SSS discussed with Mr. John ELLI£€ and Mr. Arthur Jefferson of the 
38 = $86 Staff on April 36, 1976, by FBI representatives and 

SS55 Messrs. ELLLI£E and Jefferson agreed to make the indicated 
S88 S changes. 
~ 73 & 
8 58 Paragraph four, page two concerns a COINTELPRO 

‘< “gg activity which consisted of sending an anonymous letter to a 
RSs" Chicago street gang leader. In part, this paragraph reads 
S38 8 ".For example, the FBI? s efforts ta ‘intensify the degree 
SSS$8 \of animosity’ between the BPP and the Blackstone Rangers, a 
s 2°'8 { Chicago street gang, included sending an anonymous letter to 
$8 Sey ~ the gang's leader falsely informing him that the Chicago 
a=2S8 \ panthers had made arrangements toe Kill him.” This is an ine | 
Assoc. Bir, correct statement because the word “kill” was not used in the 
Dep AO Adm. Tatter sent to the gang leader. The letter sent to the gang 
eons 6cheader stated “*...The brothers that run the Panthers blame you 
Adie, —— for blocking theiy thing and there's supposed to be a hit out 
omp, ost. 

Com. Yt’ — fox you..." The word "Kill" should be replaced with the word 
Files & Com. __ actually used, Whit, ¥F- 

Gen. inv. 

Ident. mL WRT :adn . RatATION CONTAINED | ins paction TION 

tl (11) ALL IS UNCLASSTED PAN NM} SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 
teed Com pate we 
Sento ORIGINAL AND ONE CC TO AG 
Training 

£ 
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; 

SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

A footnote on page 16 makes reference to a con~ 
fidential FBI interview with Inmate No. 20024, at the House 
of Correction, 26th and California, Chicago, Illinois, on 
November 12, 1969. Inmate No. 20024 should be deleted because 
it identifies the specific inmate who was interviewed con- 
fidentially. 

A footnote on page 19-23 lists memorandum from the 
Chicago Field Office to FBI Headquarters, March 14, 1969. The 
date of this memorandum should be March 24, 1969. 

The last paragraph and a footnote on page 5/7 contain 
the name of SA Alan Stephens. In addition, SA Stephens' name 
and the name of SA Roy Martin Mitchell appear in footnotes on 
page 58. Neither of these individuals was a Section Chief or 
of higher rank; their names should, therefore, be deleted. 

The last sentence at the top of page 58 which reads, 
"The Bureau and GIU both maintained paid informants in the BPP, 
shared informant information, and coordinated the planning and 
execution of raids against the Chicago BPP" is not factual. 
This Bureau did not coordinate the planning and execution of 
raids against the Chicago BPP, with the GIU. This sentence 
should be changed to read “The Bureau and the Chicago Police 
Department both maintained paid informants in the BPP, and the 
Bureau provided informant information to the Chicago Police 
Department, which was used by the Chicago Police Department 
in taids on the BPP," 

The last sentence on page 57 and continued on page 58 
indicates a Special Agent of the Chicago FBI office visited GIU 
between “three and five times a week." This is incorrect and 
should be changed to “one and five times a week." 

1 - The Attorney General 

NOTE: 
The SSC's draft report was reviewed as a coordinated 

project in INTD by the personnel having primary interest in the 
contents such as Supervisor D. Ryan regarding COINTELPRO, 
Supervisor V. R. Thornton concerning the BPP; and Supervisor 
R. CG. Blunt, Legal Counsel Division concerning the Chicago /| 

NOTE CONTINUED PAGE 3 

= 2s e 
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SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES 

Police Department raid on BPP headquarters, Chicago. Thornton 
and Blunt telephonically furnished the advice to EL1Liff and 
Jefferson as indicated above. In addition, Thornton mentioned to 
Jefferson the fact page 43 and the first three paragraphs of 
page 44 concerns a COINTELPRO activity which was directed at 
the BPP "Breakfast for Children" Program. This information 
makes a specific reference to Father Frank Curran, San Diego, 
California, who was permitting his church to be used as a serving 
place for the BPP Breakfast Program. The Bureau sent an 
anonymous letter to the Bishop of the San Diego Diocese in- 
forming him of Father Curran's activity. In addition, our 
San Diego Field Office placed three telephone calls protesting 
Father Curran's support of the BPP Program to the Auxilary 
Bishop of the San Diego Diocese. Following this, Father Curran 
was transferred to “somewhere in the state of New Mexico for 
permanent assignment.'"’ While this is not a matter relative to 
classification there is a strong inference of privacy here 
which was brought to Jefferson's attention. It was recommended 
Father Curran’s name be deleted from this report. Jefferson 
advised this matter had been discussed with Father Curran by a 
member of the SSC and his permission .was obtained for utilizing 
his name in this report; therefore, no change will be made by 
SSC regarding this. 

Simultaneously with the Bureau's review of this 
draft, Stephen Blackhurst, Assistant Special Counsel for Intel- 
ligence Coordination, Department of Justice, arranged to have 
the Department review this draft in view of pending litigation 
in Chicago relating to the BPP. Blackhurst advised SA Thornton 
that he is in full agreement with the changes negotiated and 
they included those which the Department would have desired. 

On 5/4/76 Mr. Blackhurst furnished four additional 
pages, to be included in the SSC'’s report which pages were 
reviewed by SA Thornton and no changes were necessary. 
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SSC's draft report on BPP) 
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MOTE: SEE INSTRUCTIONS ON REVERSE 
ee ' "CLASSIFY AS APPROPRIATE | BEFORE COMPLETING. 

Intelligence Community Staff FROM: : 
ATTN: Central Index FBI 

1. HOW PROVIDED (check appropriate term. If a document was made available 2. DATE PROVIDED 
for review but not transmitted, so note.) 

| socuwenr [[emierine | [onvenview] [veer Jorer | _ 9/20/76 

IDENTIFICATION (provide descriptive data for documents; give name or identification number of briefer, 
interviewee, testifier and subject) 

Memorandum 

IN RESPONSE TO (list date and item number if in response to formal request, other- . CLASSIFICATION OF 
wise state verbal request of (name), initiative, subpoena, etc.) INFORMATION (enter 

UC, S;. TS or 
Codeword) 

| 

| 
| 

- TO WHOM PROVIDED (check appropriate term; add specific names if appropriate) 

Not applicable 
U 

. KEY WORDS (enter the appropriate key words from the list provided separately; if key words not listed are 
used underline for emphasis) 

Not applicable 

. SUMMARY (See reverse side before completing this item) 

FBI review of SSC draft report entitled "The FBI's Covert 
Action Program to Destroy the Black Panther Party." 
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substance of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community 
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e - OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 ~ 5010-106 aa 

; a 86 ane oS @ bees 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 1 Mr - T. 7. jenkine eee 

me e ® e ep. m. 

Dep. AD Inv. —_ 
L = Mr, D. W. Moore Asst. Dir.: 

M. CMQTan dum (Attn: H. A. Boynton) antes " 

vi - TW, Leavitt 4 ay ame 5/27/76 idl Soe 
” : oi Gen. Inv. 

a 
; 105 me Mr, hs A Mintz Ident. 

Inspegs}gn FROM 4 D F. Phillip<S (Ll - Mr. P. V. Daly) es ty 

a at ah eee er 
Spec. Inv. 

f fe. a 
- ‘ ‘ . LDS 

SUBJECT: SENSTUDY 75 py Ri ai Ba REEERGe Training 
x 

Legal Coun. 

Telephone Rm. __ 

Director Sec’y —_ PURPOSE: To advise of press inquiry made of writer re 
FBI/Senate Select ‘Committee (SSC). 

DETAILS: At 4:15 p.m., 5/26/76, writer received a telk hone 
call from an individual who identified himself as. David i 
(phonetic) of the Associated Press, the ensuing conversation 
being nearly vérbatim as follows. MARTIN: I would like some 
information about the files turned over to the Church Committee, 
PHILLIPS: I don't discuss any business over the phone. Why are 

MARTIN: Aren't you you calling me? Where did you get my name? 
in charge of FBI matters relating to the Church Committee? 

I PHILLIPS: I don't discuss any business over the phone. 
don't know who you are, TI suggest that if you have any inquiry 
of the FBI you go through official channels which is to inquire 
of our External Affairs Division, MARTIN: Well, if you can't 
talk over the phone, would you be willing to meet with me? 
PHILLIPS: No. TI again suggest you make yourinquiry of the 
External Affairs Division, 

immediately after the foregoing conversation, writer 
advised H. A. Boynton, Deputy Assistant Director, External 
cae Division, who indicated he would alert the appropriavé 
ersonnel in his Division, Writer also determined from Barry 

Shyen of the switchboard that the caller had asked for the 
iter by name with no further comment and was thereupon 

pS 

Poe 

ge 

L 

SES connected to the writer, 
2 FQ 

g J It will be recalled that in my memorandum to you 
Se 5/10/76 concerning an inquiry of the Bureau by Ron Ostrow of 
eee the "Los Angeles Times," who was seeking the writer's name after 
Be a reference to the writer (but not by name) appeared in an SSC 
Aide! report, the writer observed that it was not unlikely that the 

Lee 

would reveal the writer's name as the Buréau Supervisor 
Martin Luther King, Jr., invest “Agepion- fis oO 

62-116396 wa on 
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ALY, EER DA! 
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report would serve as a springboard for media tnquiry which 
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Memorandum to Mr. T. W. Leavitt 
Re: Senstudy 75 
62~116395 

RECOMMENDATION: None, 
similar inquiries made o 
responses, 

For information, 
£ the writer wil 

Any further 
1 prompt similar 
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Mr. J.B. Adams 

Mr. Mintz 

-~ Mr. Leavid@y 17, 1976. 
Mr. Deegan 
Mr. Fhillips — 
Mr. Thornton 

{= 

2 

eb 

: 8 irector, FBI 

U. S. SENATE SELECT COMALTIEER 
ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES (ssc) —— 

\ 

The April 22, 1976, Final Edition of the _ = 
"San Francisco Examiner" contains an article on page 18, os 
captioned ''Panthers. slam ex-leader Cleaver," which 
attributes several statements concerning Eldridge Cleaver, : 

. imprisoned head of the Black ranther - Cleaver Faction ae 
; (BYP-CF), to BPP Chairperson Elaine Brown. NN 

: fmong the statements attributed to Brotm is the Us 
Ear following "...His wife, Kathleen, was recently flown to - 
e2.i Washington at government expense and allowed to browse \ 
as through highly classified FBI documents." Me 
oe : | 
Bo A review of the SSC's advance copy of "The FBI's. ; ai 
Si 4 Covert Action Program to Destroy the Black Fanther Party" 4 
Oo Ae indicates that on April 8, 1976, Kathleen Cleaver, in fas 
BE 3 executive testimony before the SSC, testified concerning... BS 
Ee FBI activity as it concerned the Black Yanther Farty. o 

is It would appear that the above-mentioned article refers a 
Mea to the presence of Mrs. Cleaver in Washington, D. C., = 

on April 8, 1976. : 

Wey ass of For your information, at no time has this Bureau, Ss. 
Me at the Headquarters level, had contact with Mrs. Cleaver 

for any purpose. It appears that there is a strong possi- 
eceee bility Mrs. Cleaver may have been shown FBI documents, 
Dep. ADAdm. SOME Of which could have been classified, when es ' Vg 
oe AD. before the SSC. REC-10 Go +4 or aan 
Admin. _. 

ee a. The above is oo furnished for your ted 
Files & Com tion, ere 

oe —e ‘-vRT:tac/tdp (12) I | SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 

oe AGH 7 62- 116395 "TO BE HAND-DELIVERED BY 
Torr — The Deputy Attorney General OFFICE OF CONGRESSIONAL 

| Spec. Inv, 3 Attentions Nichael E. Shaheen, Jr. AFFATRS! 
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The Attorney General 

NOTE: 

By routing slip of D 7 : eputy Associ : ane ve ate insrtcend’ saftey faust Director Jans 3 regarding the above-mentioned article. This memoan © ing submitted in accordance with this orandum is 
instruction. 
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: Sei Ident. 
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p ct mine PS sla ae Cos un Bg & ACC 4 ke a 5 Wy cr | Labor tery —-—— 
Legal Coun, .—. 

. 7 a 
é \. & Eval, —wer pldridge Cleaver’s voluntary return from Paris to aia eae 

ithe United States last year wasn’t based on patriotic . Mg 
‘reasons as much as wanting “to get out of towa, Spec. Inv. wef 

Training ..--—~— P rey e lane jeeonine to Black Panther meet Chair be rson lawn : ining = 

i or Sec’). .-. Direct eae! 

’ Sa Clipping in Space Balow) , 

“We have evidence that Cleaver was engaged” in 
very shaky activities while in Paris,” she said yesterday 
in Qakland. nee, Seema 

Refusing to elaborate on her accusations, Ms. 
Brown said ‘only, “Cleaver's shaky activities were not 
political, it was more Jike criminal ... it could have 
something to do with drugs.” 

| Gndicate page, name of 
newspaper, city and state.) 

= = se 

nim, 

| | In a blistering attack on the former Panther - a a | leader, who js in custody awaiting trial on charges © stemming from a 1968 Panther guniight with Oakland © . _ police, Ms. Brown calle ed Cleaver “ihe black commun I 
{  ty’s Patty Hearst.” 

she said Cieaver was telling “ies about his formbr 
comrades to improve his case,” 

! Specifically. Ms. Brown Gharged that: 
| 

_ © Cleaver provided secret testimony to the Senate 
Judizisry Internal SOQCurity eee St Pebru- 
ary cand he intends to provide trore.” 

1&8 S.F.Brawiner 

e iis wife,” Ka thicen, was recently flown to’ - 3 : Washivston at eoverameut expense and allowed to San: By rancisco, Ca. fe browse o tarough hizndv Classified FRI doéiments. 

e The Panther Party has a Secret eyewitness who 
heard Cleaver nie orders from Algiers to execute a 

. party member in New Yoris City in 1971. The “mystery p | witness” will be named in a damage suit against the ifBE - 

- Ea erie ewe - 

Date: hen 22 = 76 | a : 
¥ “ 

: , be filed soon, Ms. Brown said. be . ‘ dition: Finsk 
| % The new information about the 40. -year-old "og. Author: 4 consictauthor was disclosed, according to Ms. : Brown, Bditor p00 Pad. wo ohn ° Fe .| “as a service to the community.” Mul Pp 
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e Type or print clearly in ink. 

e Indicate classification of the abstract top and bottom. 

e Date the abstract and put on any internal control numbers required. 
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e "FROM" entry should clearly identify the organization providing the 
information. 

e If additions (as when a copy of document sent to SSC is later sent to 
HSC) or changes to a previously submitted form are necessary, submit a 

copy of the original abstract, with the change ‘indicated. | | Fete Se RF Rake eT ns 
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SPECIFIC ITEM NO. 8. SUMMARY - enter brief narrative statement fees 
substance: of information and showing relationship to Intelligence Community + 
matters if appropriate. Any feedback or evidence of investigatory interests 

| should be noted. Commitments made to supply additional information should be i 
noted; ‘Additionally, certain administrative information may be entered: here, { 

e.g., restrictions on review of a document, if document was paraphrased, whether 
interviewee is. current or former employee, etc. If actual document or transcript 

is provided, that fact Should be noted and no summary is required. Additional 
pages may be attached if necessary. 
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1 - Mr. Adams - Enclosure 
1 - Mr. Leavitt - Enclosure 
Ll - Mr. Moore - Enclosure 
1 - Mr. Malmfeldt - Enclosure 

Th Attorney General May 13, 1976 
Ll - Mr. Schiappa - Enclosure 

? l - Mr. Cregar - Enclosure 
. ; Director, FBI 1 - Mr. Mintz - Enclosure 

4 , 2 - Mr. Daly - Enclosure 
- ae 1 - Mr. Coulson - Enclosure 

- UTTER STATES SENATE SELECT COMMITTEE 
| i ON INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITICS (SSC) 

Enclosed herewith is a copy of an article that 
appeared in the "New York Times" on April 23, 1976. 

The enclosed article “Panel Finds F,.B.I. Used 
Journalists As Its Informers," by John li. Grewdson of the 
“New York Times,” stated that the FBI “paintained a network 
of confidential informers inside major news organizations, ae 
wumiversities and charitable foundations." The article = 
mentions sources familiar with the Committee's report on = 
domestic intellirence and describes associations with m- ; 
rg merbors of the news media and their relationship with ie 
the FBI. 

“ay 

BY. 
lir. Crewdson has indicated in conversation with 

representatives of the FBI that he has obtained a list of 
members of the news media who had worked ag:informeants for 
the FBI. He advised that the identities of these individuals _ 
were disclosed to the Church Committee but that the Attorney . 
General had prevented the Church Committee fron interviewing 
these individuais and also prevented the disclosures of their 
identities by the Church Cormmittec. 

UNCLASSIFLED 

6 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED DATE Sa-0 

— 

\ The article further describes the Committee's 
findings with regard to the investigation of the Reverend / 
Dr. Martin Luther fing, Jr. 

Tt would appear that information furnished to the 
Committee by the FBI hasnbeen leaked to rembers of the 
news media. This’a@iselosuresis;a breach of the agreenent 

Assoc. Dir. 

Dep. AD Adm. — Hy 4 ~, ; 

Dep. Ae Inv, oO ty 3 =A tf; Ag 

aa DOC :mez ( eer Tp gone, re —( LA) peg. " () SEE NOTE PAGE 2. 
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The Attorney General 

reached with the Senate Select Committee, the Department of 
Justice and the FBI. 

I am bringing this to your attention for whatever 
action you deem necessary. 

Enclosure 

1 - The Deputy Attorney General - Enc. 
Attention: Michael E. Shaheen, Jr. 

Special Counsel on 
Intelligence Coordination 

NOTE: John Crewdson, reporter, New York Times, contacted a repre- 
sentative of the External Affairs Division on April 20, 1976, to advise 

‘that the New York Times had obtained information which was to be 

disclosed in the forthcoming report of the SSC. He advised that the 

New York Times planned to publish this information and desired to 

_ inform the FBI of the information for response and guitatieaéy the 
Bureau. This information dealt with the fact that Congressman John 
Rooney had been advised regarding COINTEL operations; the installation 

of "bugs" in the hotel room of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.; and names 
of FBI informants in the news media. Crewdson had also obtained informa- 
tion regarding FBI sources in educational institutions. from the Committee. 

Above contained in Moore to Jenkins memorandum captioned, ‘Information 

Obtained PYNew York Times ‘ fromSenate Select Committee " dated 

April 20, 1976. 
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Agency Is Aiso Said to Have 

Had Network in Schools 
and Charitable Funds ; 

seterecemanccs es | 
REPORT DUE NEXT WEEK 

' I 

. | 

But the Document Will Not 
_ Heveal the Names of Any 

of Ssnfidential Sources 

. 

; By JOHN M. CREWDSON 
= Special to The New York Times 

“ WASHINGTON, April 22—~ 
The Federal Bureau of Investi-: 
gation has ma! ed a-net-: 

- work of confidentiai informers | 
_inside major news organiza-| 

tions, universities and tac 
table foundaticns, according toi. 
documents and other evidence 

" obtained by the Senate Select 
Commitiee on Intelligence. 

Sources familiar with ‘the! 
panel’s report on domestic in; 
telligence operations, to be! 
made public next. Week, Said,‘ 
however, that none of the news: 
reporters or other confidential 
Sources Would be named in the 
350-page document. ; 

The bureav’s practice of us- 
ing journalists as sources of in-| 
formation was continued at} 
least through the end of 1973,| 
the sources said, arid may have! 

meas 
inte a 

¢ 

- 

se " ae 

‘Jusive Information’ 
% 

Od 

Tt was toward the end of 
1973 that thes Central intelli 
fnce Agency stopped using | 

5 

a 
inveign correspondents’ of ma- 
jor American news- gathering 
organizations as part-time cel- 
doctors of inteiligenco, 

One of the sources said that 
while, in mony instances, jour-! 

¥ peCBleHS| nalists were simp 
of exclusive .intormation pro-! 
rided by bureau agents or 
use in news articles, 
Instances it anneared that Te-!} 
porters had also provided the’ 
cureau with unpublished infor-! 
mation that they had picked] 

‘ up in the Course of their jobs. 

$ 

| 
s 

i 

7 
JContinued From i 

i 
t 

k 

| Ay 
PANE FINDS 

If was nown previously that! 
the F.B.I. had a “mass medial 
program” under which it sup-] 
plied senstive and sometimes! 
personal information on public 
figures to reportérs who were! 
considered “trustworthy.” But, 

it was not known that reperters. 
pe ee a 
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were giving information to the’ 
bureau. 

The F.B.I. has uniformiy ree 
sisted the disclosure by the 
Senate committee and other 
investigative bodies’ of the 
names of any of its informers,’ 
Gn the ground that such publici-’ 
ty might endanger their renuta-- 
tions, careers or even their’ 
lives, . 

One source said that the' 
bureau had declined to allow 
the Senafe panel’s statf to in-’ 
terview the reporters in aques-. 
tion, and that Attorney General + 

av 
| The journalist's sa 

ibut tad been acting as 
ae for the coynmiittee, . 

in other; 

checking, he’ discavered that 

“an in- 

and that he, the journalist, had | 
lreported the incident 
F.B.L, officials rep portedly. cha- 
racterized the jovrnalists. in ~ 
question as “confidential sour- 
ces” when requesting that theis 
inames be deleted fram the Se-- 
iInate’s report, ous source ‘said, 
ithere was no evidence that any | 
of them were on the bureau’s © 
ipavroll. 

A spokesman for the bureau 
said that it would have no com-. 
‘ment on any information ob- 
tajned by the intelligence com- 
mittee before the release of the 
domestic intelligence report, 
which is scheduled for Menday. 

7 The bureau's sources within 
luniversities and foundations, 
the squrce said, acted chiefly ©. 
as suppliers of information that . 
became available to them 
jthreugh their jobs, but in some 
[cases took active roles at the 
bureau’s request. 

instance a foundation executive 
had attempted to deny grants 
to organizations that the bure- 
au considered unacceptable and 
to obiain, at the bureau’s be- 

ihest, 
duais employed by funded orga- 
nizationts. 

The- Church committee’s re- 
port is eXpected to - contain 
evidence that bureau agents 
bugged .at least 14 hotel rooms 
occupied by the Rev, Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr., principally to 
get information 2bout his per- 
;sonal activities and not because 
of any suspected Communist 
influence within his civil rights 
organization. 

Although the F.B.I. cited sus- 
picions of such influence in 
seeking authorization from At- 
torney General Robert F. Kens 
nedy to place wiretaps on tele- 
phones used by the civil rights 
jJeader, no such authorizazion’ 
was required for the hotel room 
pugs. 

at, upon” 

the caller was not a member | 
of the Senate cominittee staff 

to the . e, 

The source said that in ‘one . 

the dismissal of indivi- | 

- 

F 

- 

e 

. 

- 

- 

|: Criticism for Congress 
The Church renort, sources 

said, will aiso level crittetsin 
. members ‘of Con ec 

oversee cing the KF. BL $ , activites 
for keeping secret information 
about some of the bureans 
oar € questionab.e acticns. 

The sources pointed out, for 
example, that F.B.I. officials, 
including J. Edgar Hoover, be 
purezu's former director, had 
kept the House Apprepriat.ons 
subcommittee with aut fherty 

dover the F.BI, budge informed 
“in detail’ of its cointeipro 
operations 
| Cointelpro—for Counterinte.- 
gence Program—was a broa 

LEB eff to confuse and di STUDS 
@ number of radical i 
organizations im this c 
chi ‘efly througn che a 
tion cf anons iOUS int 
and nusinfcrmetion. The pro- 
gram was endad “by Mr. Hoover 
in i972. : 

One source said that infer- 
mation in the Crurch com- 
mittge’s possessi showed that 
the 
tee, headed by the flare Repre- 
sentative John J. Reonev, a 
Brooklyn Democrat, Knew far 
more about the workings or 

Qiint wre 
Cunt vy 

. = 

A ae 
ae at 

ALP YD 
w 

-e 

Fe Maro * 

= DprCpneuons subcommit-~"° 

conte! bro than did any of the . 

Attorneys General under ae 
Mr. Hoover served. ex xcépt for 
William P. Rogers, oro a2 
that pes in 1961. 

The reom listening devices 
picked up, among other things, : 
jévidence of Dr, King’s sexual « ; : 
activities, and the source said 
that F.BI. documents in the , 
jcomumittee’s passessiot made . 
hit clear that the devices bad . 
ibecn instailed for precisely that _ 
|purpose. 

ALL INFORMATION CONTAIN 
HEREIN CLASSIBT®: 
DAT 

Edward H. Levi had supported . 
the bureau’s position after a 
protest from Senator Frank. 
Chur ‘ch, the Idaho Democrat | 
who is the select comniittee’s 
chairman. ; 

One of the journalists whose ‘ 
Names were provided to the 
Senate committee by the bure- * 
au said in a telepaone interview ° 
today that he had been called 
by an individual purporting to 

; represent the Church pane! 
: with a request for an faterview —: 

about his alleged F.B.1. affilia-. 
ition. 7 ; 4 te _ No 3 Ps “le F New | YOUR” 

ano a 

extended beyond that. The 
F.B.I. is understood to have| 
expressed concern to the Sen-: 

éte panel that, if any of the 
individuais were named in its 
report, they would. “dry up” 
AS providers of information. 
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PROM SENATE SELECT COMMIYTT 

PURPOSE 

rir ie ETAT oN ay, 444 This memorancum 

firnished to the External 
“Hew York Simes . © This -in 

Church Compittec report. 

EVIOPSTS 
Oy rte 6 © arene dl Sart eae Peg cet 

whe TS cHeor VO 

from the Church Commi. 
Committees fxeom L958 £ 

programs directed aga 
2} tiak the “buas"* pl 
King was residing dur 
wining informacion co 
had daniec ee 
disclose bgt Sher 

-4) that 
ae eh as 

5S) that the FAI was 
had hina 

ms “RECOMMENDATION 
oe gd es es pe ee ng a Eg er ie 

wiretapped by 

it 

Nhat Yohn Crewdso 

given to him regaxdinc 
obtained 
body of this memorand 

: $ ~ fix. Adams 
iL ~- Hye. Moore 
Lo~ Nx. Leavitt 
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is being prepared to report infos mation 
AtLairs Division by John Crewdson of tha 
Formation relates to the fort ca 

a obtained information purported Ly 
lleging that 1} Bouse Appropriations: ee -S 

o L965 vas kept informed of the PRI's COTHPRL 
inst the Communist Party and the Ku Kilus Klan: 
aced in motels and hotels where Martin Letier 
ing his travels were for the purpose of detear- 
neering his personal Life: 3) that the FBI 
for the Church Committee to intervier ox 
PBI informants who vere employed in the media; 

aing sources in educational institutions and 
isted in furthering objectives of the PRT: and 
ware that the wife of Congressman Hale Boggs 
a private detective. 

ni be advised that no comment can he 
7 i Formation which the "New York Tamas“ has 

from the Church Committce 

Uhl. 

7 FM ene 

set forth in and whieh is the 

ENCLOSURE 
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'xegarding COLNTEL operations dire 

Moore to Jenkins Menorandum 
Re: Information Obtained by “New York Times“ 

DEVTATIS 
CP Oe pee g VOWED Te 

John Crewdson, reporter, ii» 

representative of this Division on 4/20/76 to adv 

4 
. 

few York Times,” contacked a 
ise that the 

“New York Vimes" had obtained information which was to ha disclo 

in the forthcoming report of the Senate Salect Committee (Church 
the "Naw York Times" was 

planning to publish this information within the next several days 
and desired to inferm the FBI of the information that it had in 
order that the PBI might either rassond to this information or 
provide the “Mew York Times" with quidance in the event some of 

Coramittaes). Crewdson advised that 

the information was not accurate. 

The following items were provided by Crewdson, ail of 
which reportedly come from the soon to be reloased Church Con- 

aad 

.mittee report. 

1} Phat during the perlod 1958 to 1966 Congressman John 
Rooney of the House Appropriations Consaittee was continuously 

ain on informed in detail by the Late Dix 
20 

- a ry aa 7 “a . 3 * we ees on 

ector Koover and other oificiais 

“ted against t! 
3 

% 

x) 

Q Communist Party 
and the Ku Klux Klan. Rooney, as well as cther members of the 

Attorneys General. 
' Gubcommittee, knew more about the FRI's COINTEL operations than 

2) hat the 14 “buas" that were installed in the hotel 
and motel xooms of Br. Martin luther King during his travels were 

for the purpose of ohtaining information on his personal life and 
were not installed to ascertain his degree of affiliation with the 
Communist Party. 

3) That the Church Committee was furnished names of FRI 
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informunts in- the news media. While the identity of these informants 

‘was Gisclosed to the Church Committee. the FBI through the Attorney 
General prevented the Church Conmittes fron interviewing thase 

individuals and also restricted the disclosing of their identities 

r 
ae by the Church Commuittec. 
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Moore to Jenkins HMermorandun 
ta: 6 Information Obtained by "New York Times” 

¢ 

TPR Ce prea, Be Ee ORE Ey, 

Cyrawagon advised that the identities of the individuals 
veferred to are ag follows: 

Peter Mhiss, How York Yumes 
Serry O'Leary, Washington Star 
Edward Montqomery, San Francisco Exanine 
George Pubnam, Los Angeles TV mews “announcer 
Theo Wilson, Hew York Dalhiy Heys 
Pulton Lewis, dx. : ; 
Simay Ward, Jackson, Hissinsippi, newsman 
Shirley UAL, UPI, pitts ssucgh 
Ralph MeGill, Atlantac ong 
Name uwknown ~ news director Channel 7,-MLanmi 

a PO Rea Me tgs 20 oe Pre & eee Ge PEARS FEF POT A ee OF fe re ee DIE WO 7 het a we 

' ' 

4) Whe FET maintained a network of sources in educational 
x institutions, as well as in nonprofi t Foundations Richard Larry 

the Hellion Foundation in Pittsburdh was one of “thes 3G BOUFGceS ho 
did several favors for the FY by disuissina individuals in the | 
Foundation that the FBI disliked and witbheld funds that alge 
Foundation was providing to ordanizgetions that the FBI disliked. | 

5) That tha wiretap which the late Congresgemar Naloe nog7n 
claimed to be installed on his telephone by thea FRI was actually ; 
placed on his telenhone by his wife a Conagrassvoman Tdirudy koacs) : 
who beLievad that Bowes had a givifzcd riend in Alexandria. This wire- ‘ 
tap was placed by a private aetect cive and the details concerning | 

“this matter camo to the attontion of the FRIL. 
2 

Phe Church Comittee report is scheduled to be releasad 
semetime toward the end of April. Et is obvious that someone who . 
ee ee OF the contents of that report is disclosing infer- 

ye] wt 

mation to the “Trew York Times.“ Inasmuch as tne report es HIE 
been made public it vould be most inappropriate for the Bureau to 
comment on the information obtained by the “Now York ‘ times" ox 
authenticate the veracity of the information set forth above. 
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John Crewdson called Late on the afternoon of 4/20/76 
to advise that the “New York Uimas" has decided to proceed with 
ts story in its 4/22/76 editions and, therefore, his deadline 
for a response from the FRI is 6:45 p.m. on 4/21/76. In addition, 
he advised that the infcermation concerning Congressman Boggs was 
not obtained from the Senate Select Committees and was a separnte 
item for which he desired a respumse from the FBI. ‘The External 
Affairs Division recommends that a “No Comment” should ba furnished 
concerning the information relating to the late Congressman Loags. 
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TTEM NUMBER 1 

According to Crewdson, he _ been advised by 
the Senate Select Committee (S80)/Etitting the period 
1958 to 1966 Congressman John. Rooney of the ‘Ubuse Appropriations 
Subcommittee was continuously informed in detail by the 
late Director Hoover and other officials rerearding 
COINTSL cperations directed against the Comminist Party 
and the Ku Klux Klan’ Rooney, as well as other members 
of the Subcommittee, knew more about the FBI's COINTEL | 

operations than Attorneys General. 

Comment ; - 
This statement is basically true. We have 

located and furnished to the SSC, and-the Department, 
" excerpts from late Director Hoover's “off-the-record" 

testimony before the House Subcommittee on Appropriations 
which was chaired by Rooney. Additionally, former Assistant 
to the Director John Mohr and current Associate Director 
Nicholas P, Callahan recall testimony before the Subcommittee 
relating to our COINTELPROS against the Communist Party, 
and the Klan, and this has been furnished’ te the SSC. ‘fhe 
use of the word "continuously" and the statement that 

. .Rooney, as Well ag other members of the Subcommittee, knew more 
*s about the FBI COTNTEL operations than Attorneys General is 

a subjectiva conclusion, We did furnish a number of 
Attorneys General, as well as othar officials of the 
Executive Bepartment, considerable information relating to 
our COINTEL efforts against the Communist Party and the Klan. 
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4/21/76 

YTEM NUMBER 2 

Crewdson's information is that the 14 "bugs" that - 
were installed in the hotel and motel rooms of Dr. Martin 
Luther King, Jxr., during his travels oe Ene purpose of 
obtaining information on his personal life and were uct 
installed to ascertain his degree of affiliation with the 
Commnist Party. | 

Comment: 

The foregoing represents an erroneous statement, one 
nok supported by face. The primary purpose for our electronic 
surveillance on King, including “bugs” an hatel and motel rooms, 
was to obtain information concerning King's communist associates 
and associations, Information concerning his personal Life 
was & nakural bye~product from soma of shese electronic 
surveillances. The many documents wnich we furnisned to the 
Senate Select Committee concerning electromic surveillances - 
of King specifically indleate the purpose: woich was of a security 
nature. It should be noted 
recognition was made that the 
question might provide Laforma: 

thak ia some of these documents, 
electronic surveillance 22 | 
rion concerning King's personal 

Life. 
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_ &/21/76 

LikM WUMBER 3 

Crevwdson has indicated the Church Committee 
was furnished names of FBI informants in the news media. 
While the identity of these informants was disclosed to 
che Church Committee, the FBI; through the Attorney General, 
prevented the Cmirch Committee from interviewing these 
individuals and also restricted the disclosing of their 
identities by the SSC. Crewdson identified 10 news media 
sources that he had identified through the SSC as being 
informants in the news medla. 

Comment ; : o 

This statement is basically true and it highlishts 
a severe and flagrant violation of an understanding between 
the FBI/Department and the SSC. Crewdson is talking about 
“recipient sources" which may be described as Individuals 
who effected COTNLALPRO actions in our behalf. Among these 
were the 10 news media sources. Crevdson has identified 
and which he claims the identities of whieh were furnisned 
him by the 55C. 2 | ; 

| When SSC Staff Members were permitted to review 
«our raw COINTELPRO files, they made notes of the identities 

- of ‘recipient sources" including those employed with the 
media, When we delivered documents to the SSC, at its 

| : request, we excised the names of these "recipient sources." 
y= Thereafter, the SSC protested and also had intexviewed at 
_ least one of the ‘recipient sources,’ which the SSC claimed 
| ' they did inadvertently. With regard to the excision of the 

: names of "recipient sources’ in documents being furnished 
: the SSC, this was in concert with the agreement adovted 

| by Chairman Church and Attorney General Levi. 
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idliisamnestia sporadic conversations and oral 
requests were received to make "recipient sources” available 
for interview by the SSC. In order to work out ground rules 
regarding these interviews, several meetings were held with 
the Commi ttee and with Michael kE. Shaheen, Jr., Special 
Counsel for Intelligence Coordination. .. The Attorney 
General expressed concern regarding the interview of 
‘recipient. sources,'' In fact, Attorney General Levi met 
With Chaixman Church regarding this particular matter and 
Senator Church agreed that there would be no interviews 
without panos contact by the FBI with the source and the 
agreement of the source to the interview. “Subsequent to 
this agreement, Church reneged. . 

Thereafter, a meeting was held in the office of 
Shaheen on 10/23/76 with SSC and Hepartment representatives, 
along with tir. Adams, Mx. Daly, Mr. Cregar, Mr. Larson and 
Mr. Ryan of the Bureau. During the meeting a general 
discussion was had to reach some accommodation as to the 
means or the ground rules for interviewing "reciplent sourcag," 
Among the discussions was whether the FB could contact 

- gources prior to his or her interview, At the conclusion of 
the meeting, Jonn ZILI££ was advised that the Bureau would 
not acquiesce to the Interview of “recipient sources! 
without some statement from the Committee as to what use 
they were going to maka of the information that inay have 
developed through this interview and whether they would 
disclose the identit ty of the sources in its reports. This 
position was supported by Shaheen. Subsequently, Messrs, ELLI£E 
and Epstein both asked whether the Bureau was agreeable to 
the interviews of our “recipient sources" and-were informed ; 
by Mr. Daly that we were waiting for their decision as to 
what use they were going to make of the information develoved 
duri ing such an interviev. Nothing further bas been heard from the SSC co 

this matter, : 

This matter has currently been discussed with 
Paul Daly of Legal Counsel Division and he has agreed this 
is a breach of an oral agreement, which may possibly be 

. supported by written documents, by the SSC. It is believed 



the leaking to Crewdson by the SSC of the identities 
of 10 “recipient sources'’ in the news media area is a 
major violation py the SSC of their understanding with 
both the Pepartment and the FRI and should be protested - 

| strongly. 
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4/21/76 

TEM NUMBER 4 

Crewdson indicates he determined from the ESC that the 
BI maintained a nebyork of sources in educational instimtions, as 
well as in nonprofit foundations. Richard Larry of the Mellon 
Foundation, Pittsourgh, was identilied by Crewdson as one of the 
sources who did several favors for the #BI by dismissing individuais 
in the Foundation that the FBI disiized and py withholding funds to 
organizations that the BI disliked. . . 

Comment: 
As indicated in item Number 3, this is an example of the 

disclosure by the SSC of the identity of a “recipient source." The 
Melion Boundation, through Larry, did eect counterintelligence 
action in cur benalf.: This is a deliberate leak af #Ai source infor-~ 
mation by the SSC in violation of an existing -agreement,. The 
identification of Larry to Crewdson represents a most flagrant 
oxamole of a deliberate SSC effort to break down the contidential 
relationship which exists between a law enforcement organization 
and its sources. i . 

es It is belleved this violation by the S5C of an existing 
agreement with the FBI/Department should be strongly protested. 
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Crewdson indicates the wirotap, wnichn the late 
Congressman Yale Bougs claimed to hava been installed on his 
telephone by the FBI, was actually placed on, Beggs’ telephone 
by his wife (now Congressvoman Liney Bocgs), who believed that 
Boggs had a girifriend in Alexandria. This wiretap was 
reportedly placed by private détectives, and-the éetails 
concerning this matter came to the attention of the FBI, 
according to Crewdson. 

COMMENT: Bufile 94-378 304 contains voluminous corresponcence 
concerning the allegation of the late Congressman Hale Boggs 
that the FBI had tapped his teleshone. Yhis File contains 
no information indicating the existence of any. wiretap being 
placed on Boggs’! telephone line, and contains no information 
relating to the allegat jon that Boaqgs' wife believed he had | 
a girifriiend review of other Bufiles containing references | 
to Hale Boggs qa losed no information that would SU mport the | 

n; however, ino 
'Gefinite statement 
concerning the 
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5/25/76 

ATRTEL 

TO ® DIRECTOR, FBI (100-341171) 
(ATT: EXTERNAL AFFAIRS DIVISION) 

FROM : ADIC, NEW YORK (62-1123) 

SUBJECT: MRS, ALICE WIDENER a } 
INFORMATION CONCERNING ee eke 

Mrs. ALICE WIDENER, 530 E. 72nd Street, 
New York, N.Y., is the publisher of "U.S.A." 
Magazine and a syndicated columnist of in- 
creasing prominence. She has been a long 
time friend of the FBI and, on numerous 
occasions, has written articles favorable 
to the Bureau. 

Enclosed herewith is one copy of the April 15 - 
May 15, 1976 issue of "U.S.A.", which firs. WIDENER has devoted 
entirely to a defense of the Bureau's intelligence gathering 
responsibilities. 

The NYO Press Office maintained a close llaison with 
irs, WIDENER during her preparation of this informative analysis, 
which reflects a continued supportive position on her part. 

(@ourean (Encl.1) 
-New York (62-11243) : Se 

bk Ue as. Fe 
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THEY'RE DAMNED IF THEY DO, 

WE'RE BOMBED IF THEY DON'T 

Vol. XIX April 15 ~ May 15, 1976 No. 21 

ane P, Beh, 

by ALICE WIDENER 

What are we Americans going to do: Sit back and let the FBI intelligence operations 
be zapped into impotence by Senator Frank Church and his Select Committee on Intelligence 
Activities? If we do, then sure as fate the radical revolutionaries and subversives in our 

midst will zap us into inability to defend our internal security. 

The New York Times declared editorially, May 8, we should adopt the legislative program 

. recommended by the -Church Committee for the FBI to "shut down its political intelligence 
operations," 

If we do that, then we'll have holes in our heads, figuratively and literally. 

The New York Times declares that the FBI should be permitted to conduct preventive intelli- 

gence operations "only in case of a clear threat of foreign spying or terrorism." 

: Anyone with a grain of common sense knows that by the time there exists a "clear" threat of 
terrorism by radical revolutionaries, it is too late to stop that terrorism. What The Times 

and the entire left-liberal establishment define as a "clear™ threat is action not advocacy. 

, That is the absolutist position taken by all leftist factions supporting the "abolition" campaign 
3 to strip our nation of all its internal security intelligence gathering capabilities by the House 

; and Senate, by the CIA and FBI, and by the Navy, Army and Air Force. 

The abolition campaign against the FBI was started by the Communist Party, USA hand-in-hand 

with the American Civil Liberties Union the moment that J. Edgar Hoover became Director 

in 1924, Roger N. Baldwin, having spent a year in jail during World War I for violation of 

the draft law, founded the American Civil Liberties Union in 1920.- Baldwin was so radical 

that even socialist Norman Thomas described him as an "intellectual anarchist." Nevertheless, 

it is Roger Baldwin's definition of free speech in America under the First Amendment to our 

Constitution that has come to prevail. His definition, as set down in 1920, is: "Expression of 

opinion, as we define it, includes any language unac- 

companied by an overt act -- that is, an act which in 
itself is a violation of criminal law. ... For instance, 

Publisher: Alice Widener 

U.S.A. 1s published by the U.S.A, Publishing the advocacy of murder, unaccompanied by any act, is 
Company, Inc., $30 East 72nd Street, New tae ae e 
York, N.Y. 10021. Copyright in the United within the legitimate scope of free speech. 
States, 1976, Alice Widener, President; 
Newton H. Fulbright; Alexander C. Dick, 

Beste tet) An EIS ASUISE: Let us make no mistake about that interpretation of 
Rates. Twenty- dollars a year in the United States Twenty-four dollars 4 year elsewhere. free speech. The interpretation maintains that the only 
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LERICIMATE “ANE SNCE NV STi_ dion Is aN Wivestipation aiter the crime has been committed, 
‘By such 2 such an interpretation, the FBI would not have the authority. to javestigate an {ndividual 
““who blatantly axd openly annffMces he or she is going to commit@™rime --from kidnaping 

ta és ‘ae oeseuEion to violent ovSichrow of our government. aid ~ y 
FE 

-E In 1917, Roger Baldwin, : a supporter of the Bolshevik Revoluticn in Russia, Secanized an imi- 

L tative "People's Council". in the United States and described his subversive technique in a 
~letter-to Louis Lochner.” "Do steer away from making it [the People's Council] look like a 

_ Socialist enterprise, " wrote Baldwin. 'We want also to look like patriots in. everything we 

—aedo. We want to get a Tot of good flags, talk a good deal about the Constitution and what our 
cama wanted to make of this country and to show that we are the fellows that really 

stand for the spirit of our institutions. u 

The technique of using our flag, Constitution and spirit of our founding institutions against us 
for the purpose of destroying us has been used by Communists and by every radical leftist 
organization in our nation without an iota of change for the last half century. ‘Slowly, too, 

Roger Baldwin's definition of free speech has become the virtual law of the land and was codi- 

fied by the Warren Supreme Court which, during the period 1953-1969, struck down one after 
another of our internal security laws in what are known as "the Communist cases." 

It was this situation that faced J. Edgar Hoover in the twilight of his career during the violent 
period 1965~1971 when our nation was at war in Vietnam and was torn asunder internally by a 
-racial civil rights struggle threatening to erupt into civil war. Simultaneously, at this twi- 
light time, every advanced nation in the free world, including our own, was struck by a so- 

_called "New Left" revolution instigated and directed at home and abroad by Old Left revolu- 
tionaries such as dohn Abt and Herbert Aptheker of the Communist Party, USA, Ernest Mandel, 

Secretary of the Trotskyite Fourth International, Professor Herbert Marcuse, and similar 

radical Marxist leaders past middle age. 

As a writer on politics and economics, I followed closely the Marxist publications in our 

country announcing radical revolutionary meetings and attended many of them. . Here are direct 
quotes of what was said, every word of which appeared in my newspaper columns, in U.S.A. 

Magazine or in Barron's National Business & Financial Weekly without a single challenge: 

| "The black Jumpenproletariat should go to war now. The slogan we need is,'Burn, 
Baby, Burn!™ 

Sylvester Leaks, Harlem Writer's Guild, biographer of Malcolm X,at 

First Annual Conference of Socialist Scholars, September 12, 1965. 

| 

| 

| 
| 

"That's an FBI man over there. - We're going to get us.two, next summer. Just 

to show it can be done.’ They can be hurt just the same as police." | | 
Committee for Independent Political Action Conference, Chicago, 
January 1966. 

"Eventually, we seek to create a Communist society. We use the technique of 

demands, always pushing and pushing on through demands, to an end where they 

have to give in or fight against the revolution." 
= OS David Gilbert, Radical Education Project Conference, Princeton Uni- 

versity, February 1967. 
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"The struggle of the '60's isn't the ballot or having jobs -- it is a physical 

=... ¥ struggle..--Our position is -- tear it down because we don't want to be a part of 
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a ith Tn Detroit 1 we defeated the police and the National Guard." 
s Ivanhoe @aldson, Third Annual Conference cf Bp cialist Scholars, ‘ 

New Yo k September 1967. F 

"Our movement is a movement which, in effect, is a total break with America." 

Martin Jay, Fifth Annual Conference of Socialist Scholars, Hofstra 

University, September 1969. 

"We cannot permit any of the radical movement to be clamped down by the 
government. We, as revolutionary Communists, must defend all those taking 

part in revolutionary action." 

Stanley Aronowitz, Socialist Scholars Meeting, Town Hall, New York 
City, 1969. 

Despite the quibbling of the New York Times and American Civil Liberties Union, it is easy 
to show how closely advocacy is followed by action. At the Radical Education Project meeting, 

Princeton University, February 1967, Miss Edith Black of Union Theological Seminary announced 
the formation of the North American Congress for Latin America (NACLA), 'T am a revolu- 

tionist,"" she declared, "not just a Marxist, a revolutionist." She boasted about herself and her 

associates, "What we're working on now is going to blow the whole CIA works." 

Recently, two multi-billion-dollar American corporations were the subjects of virulent attack 
as monsters by NACLA. Subsequently, the names of two executives in these corporations 

appeared on a death list marked for assassination by a West Coast revolutionary group. These 

_ executives cannot now lead their lives without a bodyguard. Manycorporations, as well as other 
American companies, are now forced to spend millions of dollars Eee year for security pro- 
tection of their plants and personnel at home and abroad. 

Among the NACLA sponsors, as shown on its letterhead, are such notorious radical revolution- 
aries as: Dixie Bayo, Workers World Party associate and Activist supporter of Puerto Rican 
independence; Paul Booth and Greg Calvert, former national secretaries of Students for a 
Democratic Society; John Gerassi, on editorial board of Treason magazine published by the 

Communist Free School of New York; Sharon Krebs, New York radical who stripped naked 

during a New York banquet and presented the head of a pig to Senator William Fulbright during 
a-"Crazies" disruption; and Richard Shaull, Professor of Ecumenics, Princeton Theological 
Seminary, who told the Catholic Inter-American Cooperation Program in St. Louis, Missouri: - 
"For an increasing number of Catholic young people there is only one hope: the organization - 

of armed movements of national liberation, with all the sacrifice and bloodshed that involves." 

NACLA publications, as of March 1976, carry the address: Box 57, Cathedral Station, New 
York, N.Y. 10025 and bear the labor union bug "Local 209' which typesets the official 
Communist Party, USA publications. 

In September 1966, the Radical Education Project, which hatched NACLA, described in print 
its revolutionary"International Intelligence Network" and boasted, "Already, we have contacts 

in Japan, most European countries, Canada, and with Guatemalan guerrillas, Vietnamese 
rebels and neutrals, African nationalists and others." The stated aim of the International 

Intelligence Network was "to increase the degree of coordination between their work and that 

of the American movement," 

That coordination is now so well organized that it is almost a commonplace news item to read 
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« about the kidnaping for ransom of American officials and business executives abroad by guer- 
villas and the destruction o erican property at home and abrg@@ by bombing dnd axson. 

Nevertheless, the New York Times, the Church Committee and the American Civil Liberties 

Union continue their unremitting “abolition” campaign against all our nation's intelligencc- 

gathering governmental agencies. In addition, the abolitionists are now conducting a witch- 
hunt against all persons suspected of having given information to or having cooperated with 
the FBI, though these persons comprise thousands of citizens in all walks of life who received 

no financial recompense for rendering that kind of aid to our law enforcement agencies which 

is indispensable to the pursuit of criminals and the maintenance of our security. 

On May 8, FBI Director Clarence Kelley said he regretted any errors made by the FBI during 
"the twilight years" of J. Edgar Hoover's service to our nation. Mr. Kelley said that many 
of the past FBI activities now being so strenuously condemned were, considering the times in 

which they occurred, "good-faith efforts to prevent bloodshed and wanton destruction of property. 

On January 13, 1976, Director Kelley said: 

"Some say that our concern should be directed toward failures in our society 

that spawn terrorism. I disagree. History is replete with instances where reform 
did nothing to dissuade truly committed terrorists. ...The terrorist neither listens 

to reason nor engages in reasoning with others. His aim is to generate fear -- 

to frighten people into submission." 

Now is the time for.all intelligent, responsible Americans to come to the aid-and comfort of 

the FBI.’ Without its intelligence operations, each citizen would be strictly on his or 

her own to fend for himself or herself against radical revolutionary or fascist terrorists. 

If proposed legislation by the Church Select Committee on Intelligence Activities to halt FBI 

intelligence overations were enacted by Congress, we could expect the present appalling figure: 

on terrorism in our nation to double, treble and quadruple on to nationwide anarchy. Thai 

we Americans have been spared embroilment in it and submission to terrorist forces is 

largely owing to the courageous FBI agents conducting intelligence operations, the very 

ones that the Church Committee proposes to legislate out of existence. 
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